
DASMESH SCHOOL WINNIPEG 

MENTAL MATH CONTEST-2014 

Contest Date: April 05, 2013 

Contest Time: 3:30-4:30 pm in Purple Classroom 

Dasmesh School is organizing a Mental Math contest. Motive of this contest is to 

encourage Students’ mental ability. The contest will consist of 15 different 

questions grade wise for each participant. The topics for mental math contest are 

given below: 

GRADE- KINDERGARTEN 

 How Many? 

 Say/ write the number up to 50 

 Before and After 

 Skip Counting of 2, 10 

 Greater or smaller 

 Recognize 2D Shapes ( Triangle, Square, Circle and Diamond) 

 Simple Pattern with two shapes/ variable 

 Big/ Small 

 Tall/ Short 

 Addition facts up to 10 

Grade - 1  

 Say/ write the number up to 100 

 Before and After a number 

 Skip Counting of 2, 3,5, 10 

 Greater or smaller 

 Place Value ( How many tens and ones) 

 Recognize 2D Shapes  (Triangle, Square, Circle and Diamond) 

 Simple Pattern with three shapes/ variable 

 Addition facts up to 100 (Word Problems- how many altogether/ in total) without 

regrouping /carry over 

 Subtraction facts up to 10 (Word- Problems –Take away/ How Many more/ How many 

left) 

 Recognize Odd/Even numbers up to 50 

 Telling Time in an hour interval 



Grade - 2 

 Say/ write the number up to 1000 

 Before and After a number 

 Skip Counting of 2, 3,4, 5, 10 

 Greater or smaller 

 Place Value ( How many tens and ones) 

 Recognize 2D Shapes and 3D Shapes (Triangle, Square, Circle , Sphere ) 

 Pattern with 3 -4 shapes/ variable 

 Addition facts up to 100 (Word Problems- how many altogether/ in total) with regrouping 

/carry over 

 Subtraction facts up to 100 (Word Problems –Take away/ How Many more/ How many 

left) 

 Recognize Odd/Even numbers up to 100 

 Telling Time in 30 min and 60 min interval 

Grade -3/4 

 Place value of 4 digit numbers ( largest & smallest 4 digit numbers) 

 Skip counting by 10, 25, 50, 100 and Recognize Odd/Even numbers up to 1000 

 Multiplication facts up to 2 digits ( Multiplication Tables up to 10) 

 Recognize 2D &3D shapes and Find the number of vertices, edges, faces  

 Regular and Irregular polygon , Find Area and perimeter of 2D Figures 

 Telling time in 5,10,15, 30 min intervals  

 Half and double of a number 

 Pattern rule and extend the pattern 

Grade 5&6 

 Division and multiplication facts ( include tables up to 15) 

 Fractions (Numerator, Denominator, Equivalent Fractions, adding and subtracting 

fractions with like denominators, convert mixed to improper fractions or vice versa) 

 Describe and represent decimals (tenths, hundredths, thousandths) concretely, 

pictorially, and symbolically.  

 Relate decimals to fractions (tenths, hundredths, thousandths) 

 Describe and provide examples of edges and faces of 3-D objects, and sides of 2-D 

shapes, that are parallel, intersecting, perpendicular, vertical, horizontal  

 Identify and sort quadrilaterals, including Rectangles, Squares, trapezoids, 

parallelograms, rhombuses  

 Solve problems involving single-variable (expressed as symbols or letters), one-step 

equations with whole-number coefficients, and whole-number solutions  

 Area and perimeter of 2D Figures (Problem Solving) 


